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Abstract
Recently, A. Polonsky (see [10]) has shown that the range property fails
for H. We give here some conditions on a closed term that imply that its
range has an infinite cardinality.
1 Introduction
1.1 Our motivations
Let T be a λ-theory. The range property for T states that if λx.F is a closed λ-term,
then its range (considering λx.F as a map from M to M where M is the algebra
of closed λ-terms modulo the equality defined by T ) has cardinality either 1 or
Card(M). It has been proved by Barendregt in [2] that the range property holds
for all recursively enumerable theories. For the theory H equating all unsolvable
terms, the validity of the range property has been an open problem for a long time.
Very recently A. Polonsky has shown (see [10]) that it fails.
In an old attempt to prove the range property for H, Barendregt (see [3]) sug-
gested a possible way to get the result. The idea was, roughly, as follows. First
observe that, if the range of a term is not a singleton, it will reduce to a term of the
form λx.F [x]. Assuming that, for some A, F [x := A] 6=H F [x := Ω], he proposed
another term A′ (the term Jν ◦ A of Conjecture 3.2 in [3]) having a free variable
ν that could never be erased or used in a reduction of F [x := A′]. He claimed
that, by the properties of the variable ν, the terms F [x := An] should be different
where An = A
′[ν := cn] and cn is, for example, the Church numeral for n. It has
been rather quickly understood by various researchers that the term proposed in [3]
actually had not the desired property and, of course, Polonsky’s result shows this
method could not work. Moreover, even if the term A′ had the desired property it
is, actually, not true that the terms F [x := An] would be different: see section 1.3
below.
1.2 Our results
Even though the failure of the range property for H is now known, we believe that
having conditions which imply that the range of a term is infinite is, “by itself”
interesting. We also think that the idea proposed by Barendregt remains interesting
and, in this paper, we consider the following problem.
Say that F has the Barendregt’s persistence property if for each A such that
F [x := A] 6=H F [x := Ω] we can find a term A′ that has a free variable ν that could
never be erased or applied in a reduction of F [x := A′] (see definition 3.7).
We give here some conditions on terms that imply the Barendregt’s persistence
property. Our main result is Theorem 3.2. It can be stated as follows. Let F be
a term having a unique free variable x and A be a closed term such that F [x :=
1
A] 6=H F [x := Ω]. We introduce a sequence (Fk)k∈N of reducts of F that can
simulate (see Lemma 3.4) all the reductions of F . By considering, for each k, the
different occurrences of x in Fk we introduce a tree T and a special branch in it (see
Theorem 3.1). Denoting by x(k) the corresponding occurrence of x in Fk, Theorem
3.2 states that :
(1) If, for k ∈ N, the number of arguments of x(k) in Fk is bounded, F has the
Barendregt’s persistence property.
(2) Otherwise and assuming the branch in T is recursive there are two cases.
(2.a) If some of the arguments of x(k) in Fk come in head position in-
finitely often during the head reduction of F [x := A], then F has the Barendregt’s
persistence property.
(2.b) Otherwise, it is possible that F does not have the Barendregt’s
persistence property.
In case (1) we give two arguments. The first one is quite easy and uses this
very particular situation. It gives a term A′ where ν cannot be erased but we have
not shown that it is never applied (it is not applied only in the branch defined in
section 3). The second one (which is more complicated) is a complete proof that F
has the Barendregt’s persistence property. It can also be seen as an introduction
to the more elaborate case 2.(a). For case 2.(b) we give examples of terms F for
which there is no term having this property.
1.3 A final remark
Note that, actually, even if a term A′ having the Barendregt’s persistence property
can be found this would not give an infinite range for λx.F . This is due to the fact
that the property of A′ does not imply that F [x = An] 6=H F [x = Am] for n 6= m
where Ak = A
′[ν = ck] and ck is the Church integer for k. This is an old result
of Plotkin (see [11]). Thus, having an infinite range will need another assumption.
We will also consider this other assumption and thus give simple criteria that imply
that the range of λx.F is infinite.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the necessary definitions.
Section 3 considers the possible situations for F and states our main result. Section
4 and 5 give the proof in the cases where we actually can find an A′. Section 6 gives
some complements.
2 Preliminaries
Notation 2.1 1. We denote by Λ◦ the set of closed λ-terms.
2. We denote by ck the Church integer for k and by Suc a closed term for the
successor function. As usual we denote by I (resp. K, Ω) the term λx.x (resp.
λxλy.x, (δ δ) where δ = λx.(x x)).
3. #(t) is the code of t i.e. an integer coding the way t is built.
4. We denote by . the β-reduction, by .Ω the Ω-reduction (i.e. t .Ω Ω if t is
unsolvable), by .h the head β-reduction and by .βΩ the union of . and .Ω.
5. If R is a notion of reduction, we denote by R∗ its reflexive and transitive
closure.
6. Let x be a free variable of a term t. We denote by x ∈ βΩ(t) the fact that x
does occur in any t′ such that t .∗βΩ t
′.
7. As usual (u t1 t2 ... tn) denotes (...((u t1) t2) ... tn). (u
n v) will denote
(u (u ... (u v)...)) and (v u∼n) will denote (v u ... u) with n occurrences of u.
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Notation 2.2 1. Unknown sequences (possibly empty) of abstractions or terms
will be denoted with an arrow. For example λ−→z or −→w . However, to improve
readability, capital letters will also be used to denote sequences. The notable
exceptions are F,A, J taken from Barendregt’s paper or standard notations
for terms as I,K,Ω. When the meaning is not clear from the context, we will
explicitly say something as “ the sequence λ−→z of abstractions”.
2. For example, to mean that a term t can be written as some abstractions fol-
lowed by the application of the variable x to some terms, we will say that
t = λ−→z .(x −→w ) or t = λZ.(x W ).
3. If R,S are sequences of terms of the same length, R.∗S means that each term
of the sequence R reduces to the corresponding term of the sequence S.
Lemma 2.1 1. If u .∗βΩ v, then u .
∗ w .∗Ω v for some w.
2. .∗βΩ satisfies the Church-Rosser property : if t.
∗
βΩ t1 and t.
∗
βΩ t2, then t1.
∗
βΩ t3
and t2 .
∗
βΩ t3 for some t3.
Proof See, for example, [1]. 
Theorem 2.1 If t .∗ t1 and t .∗ t2, then t1 .∗ t3 and t2 .∗ t3 for some t3. Moreover
#(t3) can be computed from #(t1), #(t2) and a code for the reductions t.
∗ t1, t.∗ t2.
Proof See [1]. 
Definition 2.1 1. We denote by ' the equality modulo .∗βΩ i.e. u ' v iff there
is w such that u.∗βΩw and v .
∗
βΩw and we denote by [t]H the class of t modulo
'.
2. For λx.F ∈ Λ◦, the range of λx.F in H is the set =(λx.F ) = {[F [x := u]]H /
u ∈ Λ◦}.
3. A closed term λx.F has the range property for H if the set =(λx.F ) is either
infinite or has a unique element.
Theorem 2.2 There is a term λx.F ∈ Λ◦ that has not the range property for H.
Proof See [10]. 
Definition 2.2 Let U, V be finite sequences of terms.
1. We denote by U :: V the list obtained by putting U in front of V .
2. U v V means that some initial subsequence of V is obtained from U by sub-
stitutions and reductions.
Lemma 2.2 1. U v V iff there is a substitution σ such that σ(U) reduces to
an initial segment of V .
2. The relation v is transitive.
Proof Easy. 
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Notation 2.3 We will have to use the following notion. A sub-term u of a term
v comes in head position during the head reduction of v. This means the following:
v can be written as C[u] where C is some context with exactly one hole. During
the head reduction of C the hole comes in head position i.e C reduces to λ−→x .([] −→w )
for some −→w . The only problem in making this definition precise is that, during the
reduction of C to λ−→x .([] −→w ) the potentially free variables of u may be substituted
and we have to deal with that. The notations and tools developed in, for example,
[6], [7] allows to do that precisely. Since this is intuitively quite clear and we do not
need any technical result on this definition, we will not go further.
3 The different cases
Let t = λx.F [x] be a closed term. First observe that
1. If x 6∈ βΩ(F ), then the range of t is a singleton.
2. If x ∈ βΩ(F ) and F is normalizable, then the range of t is trivially infinite
since then the set {[F [x := λx1...λxnck]]H / k ∈ N} is infinite where n is the
size of the normal form of F .
3. More generally, if t has a finite Bohm tree then it satisfies the range property.
¿From now on, we thus fix terms F and A. We assume that:
• F is not normalizable and has a unique free variable denoted as x such that
x ∈ βΩ(F ). In the rest of the paper we will write t[A] instead of t[x := A].
• F [A] 6' F [Ω]
Notation 3.1 1. The different occurrences of a free variable x in a term will
be denoted as x[i] for various indexes i.
2. Let t be a term and x[i] be an occurrence of the (free) variable x in t. We
denote by Arg(x[i], t) (this is called the scope of x[i] in [1]) the maximal list of
arguments of x[i] in t i.e the list V such that ([] V ) is the applicative context
of x[i] in t.
Since Arg(x[i], t) may contain variables that are bounded in t and since a term
is defined modulo α-equivalence, this notion is not, strictly speaking, well defined.
This is not problematic and we do not try to give a more formal definition.
Lemma 3.1 Assume u .∗ v and x[i] (resp. x[j]) is an occurrence of x in u (resp.
v) such that x[j] is a residue of x[i]. Then Arg(x[i], u) v Arg(x[j], v).
Proof Since the relation v is transitive it is enough to show the result when
u . v. This is easily done by considering the position of the reduced redex. 
Definition 3.1 Let x[i] be an occurrence of x in some term t. We say that x[i] is
pure in t if there is no other occurrence x[j] of x in t such that x[i] occurs in one of
the elements of the list Arg(x[j], t).
For example, let t = (x (x y)). It can be written as (x[1] (x[2] y)) where the
occurrence x[1] is pure but x[2] is not pure and Arg(x[1], t) = (x[2] y).
Note that, if x[1], ..., x[n] are all the pure occurrences of x in t, there is a context
C with holes []1, ..., []n such that t = C[[]i = (x[i] Arg(x[i], t)) : i = 1...n] and x does
not occur in C.
Lemma 3.2 Let t, t′ be some terms such that t reduces to t′. Assume that x[i′] is
a residue in t′ of x[i] in t and x[i′] is pure in t′. Then x[i] is pure in t.
Proof Immediate. 
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The next technical result is akin to Barendregt’s lemma discussed by de Vrijer
in Barendregt’s festschrift (see [13]). It has a curious history discussed there. First
proved by van Dalen in [5], it appears as an exercise in Barendregt’s book at the
end of chapter 14. Its truth may look strange. Note that the reductions coming
from the term B are done in the holes of the reduct G of F .
Lemma 3.3 Let B be a closed term. Assume F [B] .∗ t. Then there is a G such
that
• F .∗G = D[[]i = wi : i ∈ I] where D is a context with holes []i (indexed by the
set I of all the pure occurrences x[i] of x in G) and wi = (x[i] Arg(x[i], G)).
• t = D[[]i = w′i : i ∈ I] where wi[B] .∗ w′i.
Proof By induction on 〈lg(F [B] .∗ t), cxty(F )〉 where lg(F [B] .∗ t) is the length
of a standard reduction of F [B] to t and cxty(F ) is the complexity of F , i.e the
number of symbols in F .
- If F = λy.F ′, then t = λy.t′ where F ′[B].∗ t′. Since lg(F [B].∗ t) = lg(F ′[B].∗
t′) and cxty(F ′) < cxty(F ), we conclude by applying the induction hypothesis on
the reduction F ′[B] .∗ t′.
- If F = (y F1...Fn), then t = (y t1...tn) where Fi[B] .
∗ ti. Since lg(Fi[B] .∗
ti) ≤ lg(F [B] .∗ t) and cxty(Fi) < cxty(F ), we conclude by applying the induction
hypothesis on the reductions Fi[B] .
∗ ti.
- If F = (λy.U V F1...Fn) where the head redex is not reduced during the
reduction F [B].∗t, then t = (λyu v f1...fn) where U [B].∗u, V [B].∗v and Fi[B].∗fi.
Since lg(U [B] .∗ u) ≤ lg(F [B] .∗ t), lg(V [B] .∗ v) ≤ lg(F [B] .∗ t) , lg(Fi[B] .∗ fi) ≤
lg(F [B] .∗ t), cxty(U) < cxty(F ), cxty(V ) < cxty(F ) and cxty(Fi) < cxty(F ), we
conclude by applying the induction hypothesis on the reductions U [B].∗u, V [B].∗v,
Fi[B] .
∗ fi.
- If F = (λy.U V
−→
F ) and the first step of the standard reduction reduces the
head redex, then F [B]. = (U [y := V ]
−→
F )[B] .∗ t. Let F ′ = (U [y := V ]
−→
F ). Since
lg(F ′[B] .∗ t) < lg(F [B] .∗ t), we conclude by applying the induction hypothesis on
the reduction F ′[B] .∗ t.
- If F = (x
−→
F ), then G = F and D is the term made of a single context [] and
w = F . 
The next lemma concerns the reduction of F under a recursive cofinal strategy.
The canonical one is the Gross–Knuth strategy, where one takes, at each step, the
full development of the previous one.
Lemma 3.4 There is a sequence (Fk)k∈N such that
1. F0 = F and, for each k, Fk .
∗ Fk+1.
2. If F .∗ G, then G .∗ Fk for some k.
3. The function k ↪→ #(Fk) is recursive.
Proof By Theorem 2.1, choose Fk+1 as a common reduct of Fk and all the
reducts of F in less than k steps. 
Definition 3.2 Let x[i] be an occurrence of x in some Fk. We say that x[i] is good
in Fk if it satisfies the following properties:
• x[i] is pure in Fk.
• u[A] is solvable for every sub-term u of Fk such that x[i] occurs in u.
Note that this implies that (x[i] Arg(x[i], Fk))[A] is solvable.
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Observe that every pure occurrence of x in Fk+1 is a residue of a pure occurrence
of x in Fk. This allows the following definition.
Definition 3.3 1. Let T be the following tree. The level k in T is the set of
pure occurrences of x in Fk. An occurrence x[i] of x in Fk+1 is the son of an
occurrence x[j] of x in Fk if x[i] is a residue of x[j].
2. A branch in T is good if, for each k, the occurrence x[k] of x in Fk chosen by
the branch is good in Fk.
Theorem 3.1 There is an infinite branch in T that is good.
Proof By Konig’s Lemma it is enough to show: (1) for each k, there is an
occurrence of x in Fk that is good and (2) if the son of an occurrence x[i] of x is
good then so is x[i].
(1) Assume first that there is no good occurrences of x in Fk. This means that, for
all pure occurrences x[i] of x in Fk, either (x[i] Arg(x[i], Fk))[A] is unsolvable or this
occurrence appears inside a sub-term u of Fk such that u[A] is unsolvable. But, if
(x[i] Arg(x[i], Fk))[A] is unsolvable then so is (x[i] Arg(x[i], Fk))[Ω] and, if u[A] is
unsolvable, then so is u[Ω] (proof : consider the head reduction of u[A] ; either A
comes in head position or not ; in both cases the result is clear). This implies that
F [A] ' F [Ω].
(2) follows immediately from the fact that a residue of an unsolvable term also is
unsolvable and that, if (x U)[A] is unsolvable and U v V then so is (x V )[A]. 
Example
Let G be a λ-term such that G .∗ λuλv.(v (G (x u) v)) and F = (G I). If we
take λv.(vk(G (x (x ...(x I))) v)) for Fk, what is the good occurrence of x in Fk
which appears in a good branch in T ? It is none of those in (x (x ...(x I))...), it is
the one in G !
From now on, we fix an infinite branch in T that is good
Notation 3.2 We denote by x(k) the occurrence of x in Fk chosen by the branch.
Let Uk = Arg(x(k), Fk).
Lemma 3.5 There is a sequence (σk)k∈N of substitutions and there are sequences
(Sk)k∈N, (Rk)k∈N of finite sequences of terms such that, for each k, Rk is obtained
from σk(Uk) by some reductions and Uk+1 = Rk :: Sk.
Proof This follows immediately from Lemma 3.1. 
Definition 3.4 We define the sequence Vk by : V0 = U0 and Vk+1 = σk(Vk) :: Sk.
Lemma 3.6 1. For each k, Vk .
∗ Uk.
2. For each k′ > k, there is a substitution σk′k such that σk′k(Sk) is a sub-
sequence of Vk′ .
Proof This follows immediately from Lemma 3.5. If k′ = k + 1, σk′k = id.
Otherwise σk′k = σk′−1 ◦ σk′−2 ◦ ... ◦ σk+1 
Definition 3.5 We define, by induction on k, the sequence ρk of reductions and
the terms tk as follows.
1. ρ0 is the head reduction of (A V0[A]) to its head normal form.
2. tk = λ
−→zk . (yk −→wk) is the result of ρk.
3. ρk+1 is the head reduction of (σk(tk) Sk[A]) to its head normal form.
Lemma 3.7 The term tk is the head normal form of (A Vk[A]).
Proof Easy. 
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Notation and comments
1. Denote by ρ the infinite sequence of reductions ρ0, ρ1, ..., ρk, .... Note that it
is not the reduction of one unique term. ρ0 computes the head normal form
t0 of (A V0[A]). The role of σ0 is to substitute in the result the substitution
that changes U0 into the first part of U1. Note that, by Lemma 3.5, this first
part may also have been reduced but here we forget this reduction. Then we
use ρ1 to get the head normal form t1 of (σ0(t0) S1[A]) and keep going like
that.
2. Note that, by Lemma 3.6 and 3.7, tk is some head normal form for (A Uk[A])
but it is not the canonical one i.e. the one obtained by reducing, at each step,
the head redex.
Definition 3.6 Say that Sk comes in head position during ρ if, for some k
′ > k,
an element of the list σk′k(Sk)[A] comes in head position during the head reduction
of (A Vk′ [A]).
Definition 3.7 1. Let t be a term with a free variable ν.
(a) Say that ν is never applied in a reduct of t if no reduct t′ of t contains a
sub-term of the form (ν u).
(b) Say that ν is persisting in t if ν ∈ βΩ(t) and ν is never applied in any
reduct of t.
2. We say that the term F has the Barendregt’s persistence property if we can
find a term A′ that has a free variable ν that is persisting in F [A′].
Comment and example
1. The condition “ν is never applied” in the previous definition implies that,
letting An = A
′[ν = cn], a reduct of F [An] is, essentially, a reduct of F [A′].
2. Here is an example. Let G be a λ-term such that G .∗ λuλv.(v (G (u I) v))
and F = (G x). We can take λz.(zk (G (x I∼k) z)) for Fk. It follows easily
that F [I] 6' F [Ω]. We have Uk = I∼k, Sk = I, tk = I and σk = id.
Let J be a λ-term such that J .∗ λuλvλy.(v (J u y)) and I ′ = (J ν I).
If F [I ′] .∗ t, then, by Lemma 3.3, t .∗ λz.(zn (G I ′′ z)) for some n where I ′′
is a reduct of (I ′ I∼n). It is easily checked that ν is persisting in F [I ′]. Since
no cn occurs as a sub-term of a reduct of F [I
′], it is not difficult to show that,
if n 6= m, then F [In] 6' F [Im] where In = I ′[ν := cn] and thus =(λx.F ) is
infinite.
Theorem 3.2 1. Assume first that the length of the Uk are bounded. Then, F
has the Barendregt’s persistence property.
2. Assume next that the length of the Uk are not bounded and the branch we have
chosen in T is recursive.
(a) If the set of those k such that Sk comes in head position during ρ is
infinite, then F has the Barendregt’s persistence property.
(b) Otherwise it is possible that F does not have the Barendregt’s persistence
property.
Proof
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1. It follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 that there are l, k0 > 0 such that
for all k ≥ k0, lg(Uk) = l. The fact that F has the Barendregt’s persistence
property is proved in section 4.
2. (a) The fact that F has the Barendregt’s persistence property is proved in
section 5.
(b) There are actually two cases and the reasons why we cannot find a term
A′ are quite different.
i. For all k there is k′ > k such that yk′ ∈ dom(σk′). The fact that the
head variable of tk may change infinitely often does not allow to use
the technic of sections 4 or 5. A. Polonsky has given a term F that
corresponds to this situation and such that a variable ν can never
be persisting in a term A′ of the form λx1...xn.(xi w1... wm). See
example 1 below.
ii. For some k1, yk 6∈ dom(σk) for all k ≥ k1. Since there are infinitely
many k ≥ k1 such that Sk is non empty this implies that, after
some steps, tk does not begin by λ. Thus, there is k2 and y, such
that, for all k ≥ k2, tk = (y −→wk). Using the technic of sections 4
or 5 allows to put a term J in front of some (fixed) element of the
sequence −→wk but this is not enough to keep ν. We adapt the example
of A. Polonsky to give a term F that corresponds to this situation
and such that a variable ν can never be persisting in a term A′ of
the form λx1...λxn.(A w1... wn) where wj ' λy1...λyrj .(xj wj1...wjrj ).
See example 2 below.

Comments
1. For case 1. we will give two proofs. The first one is quite simple. The second
one is much more elaborate and even though it, actually, does not work for
all the possible situations, we give it because it is an introduction to the more
complex section 5. In the first proof, we simply use the fact that the length of
the Uk are bounded to find a term A
′ that has nothing to do with A. In the
second proof and in section 5, the term A′ that we give has the Bargendregt’s
property and behaves like A (using the idea of [3]) in the sense that it looks
like an infinite η-expansion of A.
2. When we say, in case 2.(b) of the theorem, that it is possible that F does not
have the Barendregt’s persistence property we are a bit cheating. We only
show (except in example 1) that there is no A′ with a persisting ν satisfying
an extra condition. This condition is that A′ looks like A i.e. the first levels
of the Bo¨hm tree of A′ must be, up-to some η-equivalence, the same as the
ones of A.
3. It is known that there are recursive (by this we mean that we can compute
their levels) and infinite trees such that each level is finite and that have no
recursive infinite branch. We have not tried to transform such a tree in a
lambda term such that the corresponding T has no branch that is good and
recursive but we guess this is possible.
Example 1.
This example is due to A. Polonsky. Let G,H be λ-terms such that G .∗
λyλz.(z G λu.(y (K u)) z) and H .∗ λuλvλw.(w (H u (v u) w)). Let F =
(G λy.(H y x)). We have F.∗λz.(zn (G λyλw.(wm (H (Kn y) (x (Kn y)∼m) w)) z)).
Thus, if B ' λy1...λyr.(yi w1...wl) where ν is possibly free in the wj , F [B] '
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λz.(zl (G λyλw.(wr (H (Kl y) y w)) z)) and ν is not persisting in F [B] (since it
can be erased). This means that for all closed term A such that F [A] 6' F [Ω], and
for all solvable term A′, ν is not persisting in F [A′].
Example 2.
This example is an adaptation of the previous one. Let G,H be λ-terms such
that G .∗ λyλz.(z (G λu.(y (K u)) z)) and H .∗ λuλvλw.(w (H u (v u) w)). Let
F = λy.(G λv.(H v (x y))).
We have F .∗ λyλz.(zn (G λvλw.(wm (H (Kn v) (x y (Kn v)∼m) w)) z)) and it is
clear that F [I] 6' F [Ω].
Let I ′ ' λxλx1...λxr.(x w1...wr) where, for 1 ≤ j ≤ r, wj ' λy1...λyrj (xj wj1...wjrj ).
For n ≥ max1≤j≤r(rj), F [I ′] ' λyλz.(zn (G λvλw.(wm (H (Kn v) (y w′1...w′r) w)) z))
for some w′j where ν does not occur and thus ν is not persisting in F [I
′].
Note, however, that ν is persisting in F [I ′′] where I ′′ = λz.(z ν).
4 Case 1 of Theorem 3.2
We assume in this section that we are in case 1. of Theorem 3.2.
4.1 A simple argument
Let A′ = λx1...λxlλz.(z ν) where l is a bound for the length of the Uk. We show that
ν ∈ βΩ(F [A′]). It is easy to show that ν is never applied in the terms (A′ Uk[A′])
but the fact that ν is never applied in a reduct of F [A′] is not so clear. Since,
because of the next section, we do not need this point we have not tried to check.
If F [A′] .∗ H .∗Ω G. By Lemma 3.3, F .
∗ F ′ = D[[]i = wi : i ∈ I], wi =
(x(i) Arg(x(i), F
′)) and H = D[[]i = w′i : i ∈ I] where wi[A′] .∗ w′i. Let k be such
that F ′ . Fk. Let i0 ∈ I be such that the occurrence of x(k) in Fk chosen by the
good branch is a residue of the occurrence of x[i0] in F
′. By Lemma 3.1, the length
of Arg(x[i0], F
′) is bounded by l and thus w′i0 = λxq...xlλz.(z ν) for some q ≤ l.
It remains to show that the sub-term λz.(z ν) of w′i0 cannot be erased in the
Ω-reduction from H to G. Assume it is not the case. Then, there is a sub-term
D′ of D containing the hole []i0 such that D
′[[]i = w′i : i ∈ I] is unsolvable.
D′[[]i = wi] is solvable (since, otherwise, the occurrence x[k] will be in an unsolvable
sub-term of Fk and this contradicts the fact that x[k] is good). Since the reduction
D′[[]i = wi] .∗ D′[[]i = w′i] only is inside the w
′
i, since the first term is solvable and
the second one is not, then, by the Church-Rosser property, the head variable of
the head normal form of D′[[]i = wi] is an occurrence of x. By Lemma 3.2, x[i0] is
pure in F ′. x[i0] is not the head variable of the head normal form of D
′[[]i = wi]
(since, otherwise, by the Church-Rosser property, D′[[]i = w′i] would be solvable).
Contradiction.
4.2 The proof
There are actually different situations.
1. Either, for some k1 ≥ k0, yk ∈ −→zk for any k ≥ k1. Since for k ≥ k1, Sk is
empty and the head variable of tk is not substituted, there is
−→z and z ∈ −→z ,
such that, for k ≥ k1, tk = λ−→z . (z −→wk).
2. Or yk 6∈ −→zk for all k ≥ k0 and
(a) Either the situation is unstable (i.e. the set of those k such that yk ∈
dom(σk) is infinite).
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(b) Or, there is −→z , y 6∈ −→z and k1 ≥ k0, such that, for k ≥ k1, tk =
λ−→z . (y −→wk).
We assume that we are in situation 1. or 2.(b) which may be synthesized by:
there exists k0 and some fixed variable y (that may be in
−→z or not), such that, for
all k ≥ k0, tk = λ−→z . (y −→wk) for some −→wk.
We fix p ≥ lg(−→z ) + l + 2 where l is a bound for the length of the Uk. Let
A′ = (J ν A) where J is a new constant with the following reduction rule
(J ν u) . λy1...λyp.(u (J ν y1)...(J ν yp))
We will prove that ν is persisting in F [A′].
The term A′ is not a pure λ-term since the constant J occurs in it. We could,
of course, replace this constant by a λ-term J ′ that has the same behavior, e.g.
(Y λkλy1...λyp.(u (k ν y1)...(k ν yp))) where Y is the Turing fixed point operator.
But such a term introduces some problems in Lemma 4.4 because J ′ and (J ′ ν)
contain redexes and can be reduced. With such a term J ′, though intuitively true,
this lemma (as it is stated) does not remain correct.
Making this lemma correct (with J ′ instead of a constant) will require the treat-
ment of redexes inside J ′ and (J ′ ν). The reader should be convinced that this can
be done but, since it would need tedious definitions, we will not do it.
Note that, in situation 2.(a), we cannot do the kind of proof given below. Here
is an example. Let G be a λ-term such that G .∗ λuλv.(v (G λy.(u (K y)) v))
and F = (G x). We can take λz.(zk (G λy.(x (Kk y)) z) for Fk. We thus have
Uk = (K
k y), tk = λz1...λzk. y and σk = [y := (K y)]. It is clear that F [I] 6' F [Ω].
But F [I ′].∗λz.(zk (G I z)) for any I ′ ' λyλy1...λyk. (y w1...wk) where ν is possibly
free in the wi. Thus ν is not persisting in F [I
′].
4.2.1 Some preliminary definitions and results
When, in a term t, we replace some sub-term u by (J ν u) to get t′, the reducts u
(resp. u′), of t (resp. of t′) are very similar. The goal of this section is to make this
a bit precise.
Definition 4.1 1. We define, for terms u, the sets Eu of terms by the following
grammar: Eu = u |(J ν eu) |λ−→y .(eu −→ey)
2. Let t, t′ be some terms. We denote by t t′ if there is a context C with one
hole such that t = C[u] and t′ = C[u′] where u′ ∈ Eu.
Notations and comments
1. Note that, in the previous definition as well as in the sequel, eu always denotes
a term in Eu and, for a sequence
−→y of variables , −→ey always denote a sequence
of terms −→v (of the same length as −→y ) such that for each variable y in −→y , the
corresponding term in −→v is a member of Ey. Also note that, in the previous
definition, for a term λ−→y .(eu −→ey) to be in Eu, we assume that the variables
in −→y do not occur in eu.
2. t t′ means that t′ is obtained from t by replacing some sub-term u of t by
(J ν u) or by reducing redexes introduced by J i.e. the one coming from its
reduction rule (J ν u) . λy1...λyp.(u (J ν y1)...(J ν yp)) and those whose λ’s
are among λy1...λyp.
Lemma 4.1 1. If t ∈ Ez and t′ ∈ Eu then t[z := t′] ∈ Eu
2. If a a′ and b b′, then a[x := b] ∗ a′[x := b′]
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3. If u  ∗ u′ and if v′ is an Ω-redex in u′, then v  ∗ v′ for some Ω-redex v in
u.
4. If t ∈ Eu then t .∗ λ−→y (u −→ey) for some −→ey .
Proof 1, 2 and 3 are immediate. 4 is proved by induction on the number of rules
used to show t ∈ Eu. 
Lemma 4.2 1. Assume u = C[(λx.a b)] for some context C and let u  ∗ u′.
Then u′ = C ′[(a′ b′)] for some context C ′ and some terms a′, b′ such that
C  ∗ C ′, a′ ∈ Eλx.a′′ , a ∗ a′′ and b ∗ b′.
2. Assume u ∗ u′ and u .∗ v. Then, v  ∗ v′ for some v′ such that u′ .∗ v′.
Proof The first point is immediate because the operations that are done to go
from u to u′ are either in C (to get C ′) or in b (to get b′) or in a (to get a′) or in
λx.a′. It is enough to check that locals and globals operations on a commute.
For the second point, we do the proof for one step of reduction u . v and we use
the first point and Lemma 4.1. 
Lemma 4.3 1. If
−→
λx.(x −→c ) ∗ u, then u.∗−→λx−→λy.(x −→c′ −→ey) for some −→c  ∗
−→
c′
and some −→ey .
2. If u .∗
−→
λx.(x −→c ) and u  ∗ u′, then u′ .∗ −→λx−→λy.(x −→c′ −→ey) for some −→c  ∗
−→
c′
and some −→ey .
Proof
1. We do the proof on an example. It is clear that this is quite general. Assume
λx1λx2(x c1 c2)  ∗ u, then u ∈ Eλx1u1 , u1 ∈ Eλx2u2 , u2 ∈ E(v1 c′2), v1 ∈
E(v2 c′1), v2 ∈ Ex, c1  ∗ c′1 and c2  ∗ c′2. The β-reduction is done starting
from inside and the propagation is done by using Lemma 4.1.
2. It is a consequence of the first point and Lemma 4.2.

The next lemma means that, when a redex appears in some u′ where u  ∗ u′,
it can either come from the corresponding redex in u, or has been created by the
transformation of an application in u that was not already a redex or comes from
the replacement of some sub-term u by, essentially, (J ν u).
Lemma 4.4 1. Assume u′ = C ′[R′] for some context C ′ and some redex R′
and let u  ∗ u′. Then :
• either R′ = (λx.a′ b′), u = C[(λx.a b)] for some context C and some
terms a, b such that C  ∗ C ′, a ∗ a′ and b ∗ b′.
• or R′ = (a′ b′), u = C[(a b)] for some context C and some terms a, b
such that C  ∗ C ′, a′ = λ−→y .(a′′ −→ey), a ∗ a′′ and b ∗ b′.
• or R′ = (J ν a′), u = C[a] for some context C and some term a such
that C  ∗ C ′ and a ∗ a′.
2. Assume u ∗ u′ and u′ .∗ v′. Then v  ∗ v′ for some v such that u .∗ v.
Proof For the first point, there are two cases. Either the redex R′ is the residue
of a redex in u or it has been created by the operations from the grammar E.
For the second point, it is enough to prove the result for one step of reduction
u′ . v′. Use the first point. 
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Definition 4.2 Let t be a solvable term. We say that:
1. ν occurs nicely in t if the only occurrences of ν are in a sub-term of the form
(J ν).
2. ν occurs correctly in t if it occurs nicely in t and the head normal form of t
looks like
−→
λx.(x −→c −→ey) for some final subsequence −→y of −→x of length at least 1
such that ν does occur in −→ey .
Lemma 4.5 Let t be a solvable term. Assume that ν occurs nicely (resp. correctly)
in t. Then ν occurs nicely (resp. correctly) in every reduct of t.
Proof By the properties of J . 
Lemma 4.6 The variable ν is never applied in a reduct of F [A′].
Proof The variable ν occurs nicely in F [A′], then, by Lemma 4.5, it occurs nicely
in every reduct of F [A′], thus ν is never applied in a reduct of F [A′]. 
4.2.2 End of the proof
Proposition 4.1 For k ≥ k0, ν occurs correctly in (A′ Vk[A]).
Proof (A Vk[A]) ∗ (A (J ν Vk[A])) (note that this last term may be misunder-
stood : it actually means (A (J ν a1) ... (J ν aq)) where Vk[A] is the sequence a1...aq)
and (A Vk[A]).
∗
hλ
−→z .(y −→wk). Thus, by Lemma 4.3, (A (J ν Vk[A])).∗−→λz−→λx.(y
−→
w′k
−→ex)
for some −→wk  ∗
−→
w′k and
−→ex.
But (A′ Vk[A]).∗λ−→y (A (J ν Vk[A])
−−−−→
(J ν y)) and thus (A′ Vk[A]).∗λ−→y .(λ−→z λ−→x .
(y
−→
w′k
−→wx)
−−−−→
(J ν y)). Using then p−l ≥ lg(−→z )+2 and distinguishing y 6∈ −→z or y ∈ −→z
it follows easily that (A′ Vk[A]) .∗ λ−→y1(y2
−→
w′′k
−−→wy3) where −→y3 is a final subsequence
of −→y1, −→ey3 ∈
−−→
Ey3 and lg(
−→y3) ≥ 1.
The fact that ν occurs nicely is clear. 
Proposition 4.2 Assume that there is a sequence (jk)k∈N of integers such that,
for each k, ν occurs correctly in (A′ Ujk [A]). Then ν is persisting in F [A
′].
Proof Let t1 be a reduct of F [A
′]. By Lemma 4.6, it is enough to show that
ν does occur in t1. By Lemma 2.1, let t2 be such that F [A
′] .∗ t2 .∗Ω t1. By
Lemma 3.3, F .∗ G = D[[]i = wi : i ∈ I] where wi = (x[i] Arg(x[i], G)) and
t2 = D[[]i = w
′
i : i ∈ I] where w′i is a β-reduct of wi[A′].
By Lemma 3.4, G .∗ Fjk for some k. Let x[j] be the occurence of x in G
which has x(jk) as residue in Fjk . By Lemma 3.1, there is a substitution σ and
a sequence V of terms such that Ujk = W :: V and σ(Mj) reduces to W where
Mj = Arg(x[j], G). By Lemma 4.4, let w
′′
j be such that (A
′ Arg(x[j], G)[A])
reduces to w′′j and w
′′
j  ∗ w′j .
Since (A′ σ(Mj)[A]) reduces both to σ(w′′j ) and to (A
′ W [A]), let s be a com-
mon reduct of (σ(w′′j ) V [A]) and (A
′ W [A] V [A]). Since ν occurs correctly in
(A′ W [A] V [A]), it occurs correctly (by Lemma 4.5) in s. But (σ(w′′j ) V [A]) re-
duces to s and ν does not occur in σ neither in V [A], then ν occurs in w′′j . Thus it
occurs in w′j and thus in t2.
Since an Ω-reduction of w′′j cannot erase ν (otherwise, by Church-Rosser, ν will
not occur in a reduct of s) and w′′j  ∗ w′j , then, by Lemma 4.1(item 3), an Ω-
reduction of w′j cannot erase all its ν. The same proof as the one in section 4.1
shows that ν cannot be totally erased by the Ω-reduction from t2 to t1 and thus it
occurs in t1.

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Corollary 4.1 ν is persisting in F [A′].
Proof By Proposition 4.1, for k ≥ k0, ν occurs correctly in (A′ Vk[A]). By
Lemma 4.5, ν occurs correctly in (A′ Uk[A]) and we conclude by Proposition 4.2.
5 Case 2(a) of Theorem 3.2
Here is an example of this situation. Let F = (G x) where G is a λ-term such that
G .∗ λuλv.(v (G (u K K) v)). We can take λz.(zk (G (x K∼2k) z) for Fk. Thus
Uk = K
∼2k, Sk = K∼2, tk = K and σk = id. F [K] 6' F [Ω]. We are in situation
2.(a) of Theorem 3.2 because (σk(tk) Sk[K]) = (K K
∼2) .∗ K.
The idea of the construction
The desired A′ looks like the one for the previous case. It will be (Ĵ c0 ν A) for
some other term Ĵ that behaves mainly as J but has to be a bit more clever. The
difference with the previous one is the following. For the J of section 4.2, (J ν u)
reduces to a term where the J that occurs in the arguments of u is the same. Here Ĵ
has to be parameterized by some integers. This is the role of its first argument. We
will define a term Ĵ and will denote (Ĵ cn) by Jn i.e. intuitively, the Ĵ at “step” n.
Here (Jn ν u) will reduce to a term where Jn+1 and not Jn occurs in the arguments
of u. See Definition 5.2 and Lemma 5.1 below.
The reason is the following. In section 4.2, after some steps, the head variable
of (A Vk[A]) does not change anymore and the variable ν can no more disappear.
Here, to be able to ensure that ν does not disappear, Ĵ must occur in head position
infinitely often and, for that, it has to be able to introduce more and more λ’s.
The λ’s that are introduced by Jn (i.e. λy1...λyhn of Lemma 5.1) are used for
two things. First they ensure that a Ĵ will be added to the next Sk, say Skn , coming
in head position. Secondly, they ensure that ν occurs correctly in (A′ Vjn [A]) where
jn is large enough to let Skn come in head position.
This is the idea but there is one difficulty. If Skn comes in head position during
the head reduction of (A Vjn [A]), it will also come in head position during the
reduction of (A′ Vjn [A]) but (see Lemma 4.3) some λ’s are put in front (the
−→
λy
of Lemma 5.3). If we could compute their number it will not be problematic but,
actually, this is not possible. For the following reason: these λ’s come from the Jk
that came in head positions in previous steps but, when we are trying to put a Ĵ
in front of Skn it is possible that Jp has already appeared in head position for some
p > n.
We thus proceed as follows. J0 introduces enough λ’s to put J1 in front of Sk0
(the first Sk that comes in head position during ρ) and to ensure that ν will occur
correctly in (A′ Vj0 [A]). Then we look at the first term of Vj0 that comes in head
position during ρ. This term, say a0, has J1 in front of it in the head reduction of
(A′ Vj0 [A]). This is the term (a0 may be a term in Sk0 but it may be some other
term) that will allow to define the number of λ′s that J1 introduces. It introduces
enough λ′s to put J2 in front of Sk1 , the next Sk coming in head position, and to
ensure that ν occurs correctly in the reduction of (A′ Vj1 [A]). Note that k1 has to
be large enough to avoid the λ’s that occur at the beginning of the term where a0
occurs in head position. We keep going in this way to define the Jn. It is clear (this
could be formally proved by using standard fixed point theorems) that the function
h (see definitions 5.1 and 5.2 below) that computes the parameter cn at step n is
recursive. A formalization of this is given in Definition 5.1 below.
There is a final, though not essential, difficulty to make this precise. The defi-
nition of Ĵ needs to know the function h. But to compute h we need some approx-
imation of Ĵ . More precisely to compute h(n) we need to know the behavior of Ĵ
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where only the values of h(p) for p < n will be used. To do that, we introduce fake
Jn (they are denoted as J˜n below). They are as Jn but the term Jn+1 (which is
not yet known since h(n+ 1) is not yet known) is replaced by some fresh constant
γ. Note that, using the standard fixed point theorem, we could avoid these fake J˜n
but then, Definition 5.1 below should be more complicated because the constant γ
would be replaced by a term computed from a code of Ĵ and we should explain how
this is computed ...
Finally note that it is at this point that we use the fact that the branch in T is
recursive.
Back to the example
With the example given before, we can take for Ĵ a λ-term such that Ĵ .∗
λuλvλy1λy2.(v (Ĵ u y1) (Ĵ u y2)) and for K
′ the term (Ĵ ν K). Then K ′ .∗K ′′ =
λy1λy2λz1λz2.(y1 (Ĵ u z1) (Ĵ u z2)). Since, if F [K
′].∗ t, then t.∗λz.(zk (G K ′′ z)).
It follows that ν is persisting in F [K ′]. Note that here the function h is constant.
Given any recursive function h′ it will not be difficult to build terms F,A such that
the corresponding function h is precisely h′.
Definition 5.1 For each i, let li be the number of λ’s at the head of ti.
The definition of Ĵ needs some new objects. Let γ be a new constant. We define,
by induction, the integers jn, hn, the terms J˜n, ajn and the sequence of terms Bjn .
In this definition a term (or a sequence of terms) marked with ′ is a term in
relation  with the corresponding unmarked term.
• (Step 0 ) Let j0 be the least integer j such that some Sk comes in head position
during ρj (the head reduction of (A Vj [A])), k0 = lg(Vj0), h0 = max(l0, k0).
Let Vj0 = d1...dk0 and J˜0 = λnλxλx1...λxh0(x (γ n x1) ... (γ n xh0)). Then
((J˜0 ν A) Vj0 [A]).
∗λy1...yr0(A (γ ν d1[A]) ... (γ ν dk0 [A]) (γ ν y1) ... (γ ν yr0)).
Since, for some i, di[A] comes in head position during the head reduction
of (A Vj0 [A]), then, for some i
′, (γ ν di′ [A]) comes in head position dur-
ing the head reduction of ((J˜0 ν A) Vj0 [A]) and thus ((J˜0 ν A) Vj0 [A]) .
∗
λXj0((γ ν aj0) Bj0) for some aj0 , some sequence Xj0 of variables and some
sequence Bj0 of terms.
• (Step 1 ) Let j1 be the least integer j > j0 such that some Sk comes in
head position during ρj for k large enough (lg(Xj0) < lg(Sj0 :: ... :: Sk−1)
is needed). Then ((J˜0 ν A) Vj1 [A]) = ((J˜0 ν A) V
′
j0
[A] S′j0 ...S
′
k...S
′
j1−1) .
∗
((γ ν a′j0) B
′
j0
) T0.
Let h1 = lj0 + lg(B
′
j0
:: T0)+1 and J˜0 = J˜1[γ := λnλxλx1...λxh1(x (γ n x1) ...
(γ n xh1))]. Then ((J˜1 ν A) Vj1 [A]) .
∗ λXj1((γ ν aj1) Bj1) for some term aj1
and some sequence Bj1 of terms.
• (Step n+1 ) Assume the integers jn, hn and the term J˜n are already de-
fined. Let jn+1 be the least integer j > jn such that some Sk comes in head
position during ρj for k large enough (lg(Xjn) < lg(Sj1 :: ... :: Sk−1) is
needed). Then ((J˜n ν A) Vjn+1 [A]) = ((J˜n ν A) V
′
j1
[A] S′jn ...S
′
k...S
′
jn+1−1) .
∗
((γ ν a′jn) B
′
jn
) Tn.
Let hn+1 = ljn+lg(B
′
jn
:: Tn)+1 and J˜n+1 = J˜n[γ := λpλxλx1...λxhn+1(x (γ p x1) ...
(γ p xhn+1))]. Then ((J˜n+1 ν A) Vjn+1 [A]) .
∗ λXjn+1((γ ν ajn+1) Bjn+1) for
some term ajn+1 and some sequence Bjn+1 of terms.
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Comment
Note that, since the branch in T is recursive, it follows, by standard arguments,
that the function h defined by h(i) = hi is computable.
Definition 5.2 • Let H be a λ-term that represents the function h.
• Let T = λaλbλc.(a (b (z (suc k) n c))), D = λkλnλx.(H k T I x) and
Ĵ = (Y λz.D) where Y is the Turing fixed point operator.
• For each n ∈ N, we denote (Ĵ cn) by Jn.
Lemma 5.1 For each n ∈ N, (Jn ν u).∗λy1...λyhn .(u (Jn+1 ν y1)...(Jn+1 ν yhn)).
Proof Easy. 
As in the previous section, we consider Jn as constants with the reduction rules
of the previous Lemma. Let A′ = (J0 ν A). We prove that ν is persisting in F [A′].
Definition 5.3 1. We define, for terms u, the sets Eu of terms by the following
grammar: Eu = u |(Jn ν eu) |λ−→y .(eu −→ey)
2. Let t, t′ be some terms. We denote by t t′ if there is a context C with one
hole such that t = C[u] and t′ = C[u′] where u′ ∈ Eu.
Lemma 5.2 1. Assume u  ∗ u′ and u .∗ v. Then, v  ∗ v′ for some v′ such
that u′ .∗ v′.
2. Assume u ∗ u′ and u′ .∗ v′. Then, v  ∗ v′ for some v such that u .∗ v.
Proof Same proof as Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4. 
Lemma 5.3 If u .∗
−→
λx.(x −→c ) and u  ∗ u′, then u′ .∗ −→λx−→λy.(x −→c′ −→ey) for some
−→c  ∗ −→c′ and −→ey .
Proof This follows from Lemma 5.2 
Definition 5.4 Let t be a solvable term. We say that:
1. ν occurs nicely in t if the only occurrences of ν are in a sub-term of the form
(Jn ν).
2. ν occurs correctly in t if it occurs nicely in t and the head normal form of t
looks like
−→
λx.(x −→c −→ey) for some final subsequence −→y of −→x of length at least 1
such that ν does occur in −→ey .
The intuitive meaning of Lemma 5.4 below is “for each n ∈ N, tjn  ∗ (ajn Bjn)
and (A′ Vjn [A]) .
∗ λXjn .(Jn+1 ν ajn Bjn)”.
Strictly speaking, this is not true, because the ajn and Bjn are not the “real”
ones i.e. the ones that occur in the reduction with the real Ĵ . For two reasons:
• The first one is easily corrected: in ajn and Bjn the constant γ must be
replaced by Jn+1
• The second one is more subtle. In the correct lemma,  and the Jn should
be the “real” ones. But the ajn are defined using J˜p which are only fake Jp.
Stating the correct lemma will need complicated, and useless, definitions. We
will not do it and thus we state the lemma in the way it should be, intuitively,
understood.
Lemma 5.4 For each n ∈ N, tjn  ∗ (ajn [γ := Jn+1] Bjn [γ := Jn+1]) and
(A′ Vjn [A]) .
∗ λXjn .(Jn+1 ν ajn [γ := Jn+1] Bjn [γ := Jn+1]).
Proof By induction on n. 
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Proposition 5.1 For each n ∈ N, ν occurs correctly in (A′ Vjn [A]).
Proof We have (A′ Vjn [A]) .
∗ λXjn .(Jn+1 ν ajn [γ := Jn+1] Bjn [γ := Jn+1]) =
λXjn .((λz1...λzhn+1 .( ajn [γ := Jn+1] (Jn+2 ν z1) ... (Jn+2 ν zhn+1)) Bjn [γ := Jn+1]).
Since hn+1 = ljn+lg(B
′
jn
Tn)+1, then, by Lemma 5.4, (A
′ Vjn [A]).
∗λXjnλZ.(t
′
jn
eZ)
where t′jn  ∗ tjn , eZ  ∗ Z and lg(Z) > ljn . Therefore, by Lemma 5.3, ν occurs
correctly in (A′ Vjn [A]). 
Lemma 5.5 Let t be a solvable term. Assume that ν occurs correctly in t. Then
ν occurs (and it occurs correctly) in every reduct of t.
Proof This follows immediately from the fact that if (Jn ν y)  ∗ u, then ν ∈
βΩ(u). 
Lemma 5.6 Let k be an integer such that ν occurs correctly in (A′ Vk[A]). Then
ν occurs correctly in (A′ Uk[A′]).
Proof This follows immediately from Lemmas 5.3 and 5.5. 
Proposition 5.2 ν is persisting in F [A′].
Proof Same proof as Proposition 4.2. 
6 The other assumption
As we already said the fact that ν is persisting in F [A′] does not imply that, letting
An = A
′[ν = cn], F [An] 6' F [Am] for n 6= m. To ensure that the range of λx.F is
infinite, we need another assumption on F .
Let λx.F be a closed term and A be such that F [A] 6' F [Ω]. In propositions 6.1
and 6.2 below we assume that F has the Barendregt’s persistence property. Let A′
be the corresponding term. We also assume that A′ has been obtained by the way
developed in section 4.2 or in section 5. Note that, in these cases, ν is never applied
in a reduct of F [A′].
Proposition 6.1 Assume there is a sequence (tn)n∈N of distinct closed and normal
terms such that, for every n, tn never occurs as a sub-term of some t
′ such that
F [A′] .∗βΩ t
′. Then, the range of λx.F is infinite.
Proof Let An = A
′[ν := tn]. It is enough to show that F [An] 6' F [Am] for
n 6= m. Assume F [An] ' F [Am] for some n 6= m and let u be a common reduct.
Since ν is never applied in a reduct of F [A′], there are reducts an and am of F [A′]
such that u = am[ν := tm] = an[ν := tn]. This implies that tn occurs in am.
Contradiction. 
Remark
Say that u is a universal generator if, for every closed λ-term t, there is a reduct of
u where t occurs as a sub-term. Before Plotkin gave his counterexample, Barendregt
had proved that the omega-rule is valid when t, t′ are not universal generators. Our
hypothesis on the existence of the sequence (tn)n∈N may look similar. Assuming
that F [A′] is not a universal generator, there is a term t that never occurs as a
sub-term of a reduct of F [A′]. Letting t0 = t and tn+1 = λx.tn, the reducts of F [A′]
never contain one of these terms. Also, they are not equal, because otherwise t is
Ω. This is however not enough to show that the F [ν := tn] are distinct because we
need that no reduct of F [A′] contains a reduct of one of the tn (this is why, in our
hypothesis, we have assumed that the tn are normal). This raises two questions :
1. Say that a term u is a weak generator if for every closed λ-term t one of
its reducts occurs as a sub-term of a reduct of u. A universal generator is,
trivially, a weak generator. Is the converse true ?
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2. Is it true that, if F [A′] is a universal generator then so is F [A]. Note that,
somehow, the A′ we have constructed is a kind of η-infinite expansion of A.
If these two propositions were true, we could replace the assumption of Propo-
sition 6.1 by the (more elegant) fact that F [A] is not a universal generator.
Definition 6.1 Let An = A
′[ν = cn]. Say that F,A satisfy the Scope lemma if,
for every n,m, the fact that F [An] ' F [Am] implies that, for some k, (x Uk)[x :=
An] ' (x Uk)[x := Am].
The terminology “Scope lemma” is borrowed to A. Polonsky. In his paper
he stated an hypothesis (denoted as the scope Lemma) which corresponds to the
previous property.
Proposition 6.2 Assume F,A satisfy the scope lemma. Then the range of λx.F
is infinite.
Proof Immediate. 
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